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Abstract

One of the most impressive results of recent
NLP history is the ability of pre-trained lan-
guage models to solve new tasks in a zero-
shot setting. To achieve this, NLP tasks are
framed as natural language prompts, generat-
ing a response indicating the predicted output.
Nonetheless, the performance in such settings
often lags far behind its supervised counterpart,
suggesting a large space for potential improve-
ment. In this paper, we explore methods to
utilize unlabeled data to improve zero-shot per-
formance. Specifically, we take advantage of
the fact that multiple prompts can be used to
specify a single task, and propose to regular-
ize prompt consistency, encouraging consistent
predictions over this diverse set of prompts.
Our method makes it possible to fine-tune the
model either with extra unlabeled training data,
or directly on test input at inference time in
an unsupervised manner. In experiments, our
approach outperforms the state-of-the-art zero-
shot learner, T0 (Sanh et al., 2022), on 9 out of
11 datasets across 4 NLP tasks by up to 10.6
absolute points in terms of accuracy. The gains
are often attained with a small number of unla-
beled examples. 1

1 Introduction

While the past decade has demonstrated that pre-
trained language models (PLMs) are powerful tools
for improving generalization from training datasets
to test datasets (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019;
Raffel et al., 2020), more recent work has shown
that they can even perform zero-shot generaliza-
tion to new tasks without any annotated examples
(Brown et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2022; Sanh et al.,
2022). These systems leverage natural language
prompts that specify the task for the model and
represent different tasks in a unified format (Liu

∗Equal contribution. Order determined by swapping the
one in He et al. (2022).

1Code is available at https://github.com/violet-zct/swarm-
distillation-zero-shot.

et al., 2021b). Zero-shot task generalization sug-
gests a path towards generic systems that perform
a wide variety of NLP tasks with no annotated
examples. However, while enticing conceptually,
zero-shot performance often remains relatively low
compared to systems trained using even a small
amount of task-specific labeled data.

In this paper, we examine methods to make
PLMs better zero-shot learners using unlabeled
text. Our work is motivated by consistency training
methods that regularize model predictions to be
invariant to perturbation (e.g. noise or paraphras-
ing) of the input examples. Consistency training is
widely used in semi-supervised learning literature
as an effective technique to utilize unannotated ex-
amples (Bachman et al., 2014; Sajjadi et al., 2016;
Beyer et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2020a). It is often
understood as a type of smoothness regularization
or data augmentation (Xie et al., 2020a) and attains
strong performance in semi-supervised learning.
Instead of example-level consistency, we propose
to regularize prompt consistency, where a model is
regularized to make the same prediction across a
diverse set of synonymous task prompts. Prompt
consistency regularization makes sense intuitively
since PLMs should be robust across synonymous
prompts, whereas it is known that model predic-
tions are empirically very sensitive to the wording
of the task prompts (Jiang et al., 2020).

Specifically, we design a pairwise distillation
loss that encourages consistency between every
pair of prompts (Figure 1). We refer to our method
as swarm distillation, and it has the advantage of
being fully unsupervised, only requiring unanno-
tated inputs. Notably, unannotated examples are
often relatively easy to collect. Drafting several
prompts for a task is also far cheaper than anno-
tating labels for each example – in fact, there are
already well-designed prompts available for a wide
range of NLP tasks (Bach et al., 2022).

Previous work on example-level consistency reg-
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Sentence: proves once again he has 
n't lost his touch , bringing off 
a  superb  performance  in  an 
admittedly middling film . 

{Sentence}
Question: Was that sentence 
positive or negative? Answer:

Does the following sentence have 
a positive or negative sentiment?
{Sentence}

Someone sent me an email with 
the sentence {Sentence}. Do you 
think they are feeling good or 
bad?

Someone just said to me 
{Sentence}.
Do you think they are sad or 
happy?

PLM

Unlabeled Input Apply Multiple Task Prompts Predict Prompt-Formatted Target

Positive

Negative

Happy

Good

Swarm Distillation
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ŷ ⇠ q̂(y|x, r(i))

<latexit sha1_base64="iLT6m02wzTUeM9Ouz1ffJYQXzdo=">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</latexit>

log p✓(r
(j)
y (ŷ)|r(j)x (x))

1. Sample pairs of prompts

2. Pseudo soft target from  
<latexit sha1_base64="iNoExZyc5PNYe0S1DuqYfMbHyRM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 1: An example of the proposed approach in an sentiment classification task. We apply multiple synonymous
prompts to the unlabeled example, then we regularize the consistency of the predictions from different prompts,
through our swarm distillation loss as detailed in Eq. 2.

ularization typically minimizes a consistency loss
along with a supervised loss in a semi-supervised
setting (Miyato et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2020a). Re-
cently, Elazar et al. (2021) performed experiments
optimizing a prompt consistency loss in the context
of a relation prediction task, also incorporating a
supervised version of the masked language model
pretraining objective. In contrast, we (1) optimize
a novel prompt consistency loss alone, making our
approach completely unsupervised and agnostic to
the model’s pretraining objective, and (2) experi-
ment on and demonstrate the practicality of such an
approach for a broad variety of NLP tasks. Notably,
this unsupervised setting poses additional learn-
ing challenges: without explicit supervision, the
model may suffer from catastrophic forgetting and
even exhibit a form of collapse where the model
always makes the same predictions for any input.
To address this issue, we adopt two simple strate-
gies: (1) we utilize parameter-efficient tuning tech-
niques (Houlsby et al., 2019; He et al., 2022) to
only update a small number of extra parameters,
naturally mitigating catastrophic forgetting by fix-
ing the original PLM parameters; (2) we propose
an unsupervised criterion to select the model check-
point before it falls into a collapsed local optimum.

In experiments, we build our method on top of
a state-of-the-art zero-shot task learner, T0 (Sanh
et al., 2022), and validate its performance on 11
datasets from 4 NLP tasks: natural language in-
ference, coreference resolution, word sense disam-
biguation, and sentence completion. We perform
experiments under two secenarios: (1) training the
model with unlabeled training data; or (2) tuning
the model with unlabeled test inputs directly. In

both settings, we show that our swarm distillation
method improves the accuracy of the 3B-parameter
T0 model on 9 out of 11 datasets by up to 10.6 abso-
lute points. We further scale model size up to 11B
parameters, and demonstrate that our approach out-
performs the 11B-parameter T0 model on 4 out of
4 datasets. Remarkably, analysis implies that these
gains are often possible with only tens of examples,
suggesting a small computation overhead.

2 Prompt-based Zero-Shot Task
Generalization

Given a task where the input is denoted as x ∈ X
and the goal is to predict y ∈ Y , we focus on the
zero-shot task generalization setting: we aim to
feed a PLM with x to predict y, where the PLM is
never trained on the specific task to be performed.
Zero-shot task generalization goes beyond tradi-
tional dataset generalization, as the model must
generalize to new functions f : X → Y as op-
posed to new input examples, x. Recently, the
development of prompting methods has advanced
zero-shot task generalization by representing dif-
ferent tasks in a unified format (Liu et al., 2021b),
and several prompt-based approaches have attained
reasonable zero-shot performance (Brown et al.,
2020; Sanh et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022).

A prompt r consists of an input template rx,
an output template ry, and metadata to re-format
the original x and y into new prompt-formatted
input and target, rx(x) and ry(y). For exam-
ple, as shown in Figure 1, in a sentiment classi-
fication task where we must predict positive or
negative sentiment of the text, the input includes
the field Sentence and the target consists of the
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field Label. An input template could be “Does
the following sentence have a positive or nega-
tive sentiment? {Sentence}”, and the target tem-
plate is “Choices[{label}]”. Here Choices is
the metadata that is a list containing [Positive,
Negative] to correspond to the numeric label ids.
We note that such metadata is prompt-specific and
can differ with different prompts for the same
task – for instance, in Figure 1 the Choices
list of the last prompt on the bottom is [Good,
Bad]. In prompt-based approaches the PLM mod-
els the conditional probability q(y|x, r) through
pθ(ry(y)|rx(x)) where θ denotes the model pa-
rameters. In classification tasks where Y is a finite
label set, q(y|x, r) is normalized over the possible
labels at inference time to predict y:

q(y|x, r) = pθ(ry(y)|rx(x))∑
y′∈Y pθ(ry(y′)|rx(x))

. (1)

In generation tasks where Y is an infinite sequence
space, the target template is typically instanti-
ated as the target itself, i.e. pθ(ry(y)|rx(x)) =
pθ(y|rx(x)), then the output can be directly de-
coded through sequence decoding approaches.
Through designing such prompts for each task, all
NLP tasks share the same data format, and models
trained on one task may generalize to others.

3 Prompt Consistency Training

3.1 Problem Definition

In this paper, we aim to explore unannotated exam-
ples to improve prompt-based zero-shot task gen-
eralization. Formally, we are given an unlabeled
dataset in the task of interest {x1,x2, · · · ,xN},
and we assume the dataset has K different prompts,
{(r(1)x , r

(1)
y ), · · · , (r(K)

x , r
(K)
y )}. Our goal is to uti-

lize these resources and adapt a PLM to predict
ry(y) conditioned on rx(x). Unlabeled inputs are
often available in practice, we consider two such
scenarios in the paper.

First, we consider the case when unannotated
examples from a non-test set are available. For
many NLP tasks their inputs are plain text such as
reviews, documents, or questions and can be easily
collected (less so for other NLP tasks, like natural
language inference the inputs are paired hypothe-
ses and premises that can be non-trivial to obtain
automatically). In this paper, we test this setting
by utilizing the inputs of the training dataset. This
is similar to Schick and Schütze (2021a,b) where

they directly use the inputs of the training split as
unlabeled resources to help few-shot learning.

Second is the case when unannotated test inputs
are available. This is almost always true for any
task. We use the test split to mimic the setting.
While the limited number of unlabeled examples
could potentially limit the effectiveness of some un-
supervised learning methods, we show in §4.4 that
our method is effective even with tens to hundreds
of unlabeled examples.

On the other hand, a diverse set of prompts is not
exceedingly difficult to collect practically – draft-
ing prompts for each task is easier than annotating
labels for many examples. In fact, the community
efforts have pushed out a Public Pool of Prompts
(P3) that contains thousands of prompts for hun-
dreds of NLP datasets already (Bach et al., 2022).

3.2 The Prompt Consistency Loss
Consistency regularization is a method that cre-
ates different views (e.g. paraphrases of text) of
the input and regularizes the outputs to be close to
each other, and has achieved significant success in
semi-supervised learning (Clark et al., 2018; Xie
et al., 2020a,b). While previous methods use an ad-
ditional module to perturb each example and then
optimize example-level consistency, we propose
to optimize prompt-level consistency which (1) is
conceptually simple, and (2) can mitigate the fact
that the predictions of PLMs are typically inconsis-
tent with different prompts for the same task (Jiang
et al., 2020; Elazar et al., 2021). Intuitively, we
propose to regularize the predictions of different
prompts for a given input to be close to each other,
using a pairwise distillation loss to draw the pre-
dictions from one prompt closer to those from the
other. Concretely, we randomly sample a few pairs
of prompts and distill the pseudo target ŷ from one
prompt r(i) to the other prompt r(j), as illustrated
in Figure 1. The loss function is defined as:

L = −Ex∼pd(x)Er(i),r(j)∼p(r)

Eŷ∼q̂(y|x,r(i)) log pθ(r
(j)
y (ŷ)|r(j)x (x)),

(2)

where pd(x) is the empirical data distribution, p(r)
is a uniform distribution over possible prompts,
and q̂(y|x, r) is the conditional target distribu-
tion defined as in Eq. 1 but with a stopping gra-
dient operator. We do not propagate gradients to
q̂(y|x, r(i)) following Miyato et al. (2018) and Xie
et al. (2020a).2 Stopping the gradient of one side

2Note that q̂(y|x, r) still changes as we train the model.
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in a pairwise consistency loss is also shown to help
mitigate the collapse issue where all inputs lead to
the same predictions (Chen and He, 2021). Differ-
ent from traditional distillation that distills from
a teacher model to a student model (Hinton et al.,
2015), or previous consistency training that a sin-
gle teacher distills to several students (Clark et al.,
2018; Xie et al., 2020a), we perform distillation
among a swarm of prompts where each prompt is a
teacher and student at the same time, thus we term
our method as swarm distillation. In our implemen-
tation, we approximate the expectation over the
paired prompts (r(i), r(j)) with k randomly sam-
pled pairs for training efficiency.

Prompt consistency is related to example-
level consistency when viewing different prompt-
formatted inputs r

(i)
x (x) as separated views of

the same example, thus our swarm distillation ap-
proach shares spirit with previous work on example-
level consistency training and can be understood
similarly from the perspective of unsupervised data
augmentation, smoothness regularization, or label
propagation (Xie et al., 2020a). In this paper, we
focus on classification tasks where Y is a finite
label set, while Eq. 2 can be directly applied to
sequence generation tasks as well with sequence
distillation (Kim and Rush, 2016).

Our approach differs from previous consistency
training methods which often combine an unsuper-
vised consistency loss with a supervised loss in a
semi-supervised setting (Miyato et al., 2018; Clark
et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2020a). Elazar et al. (2021)
try to improve prompt consistency for a relation fill-
ing task with a pairwise two-sided KL divergence
loss, while they also optimize a supervised version
of the original PLM objective that turns out to be
important. In contrast, our approach minimizes the
swarm distillation loss in Eq. 2 alone, and therefore
is completely unsupervised and agnostic to the pre-
training objective. However, this setting also poses
challenges in learning, which we discuss next.

3.3 Training

Being trained without explicit supervision, the
PLM may forget what it learns during pretraining
since the unsupervised consistency loss is differ-
ent from the pretraining objective. Also, we note
that prompt consistency may be achieved with a
trivial solution – if the predictions from each ex-
ample and each prompt collapse to the same label
then maximal consistency among prompts can be

+
pretrained weight
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B 2 Rd⇥b

Figure 2: A diagram of LoRA in the FFN sublayer. Only
the LoRA parameters, A and B, are updated during
training.

reached. To mitigate such catastrophic forgetting
and collapse issues, we propose two techniques:

Parameter-efficient tuning: It has recently been
observed that updating a small number of added
parameters in a PLM is able to achieve comparable
performance to tuning all the parameters (Houlsby
et al., 2019; Li and Liang, 2021; Hu et al., 2022;
He et al., 2022). Parameter-efficient tuning meth-
ods naturally mitigate catastrophic forgetting and
collapse through fixing the original PLM parame-
ters. Specifically, we use LoRA (Hu et al., 2022), a
low-rank adaptation method for PLMs. As shown
in Figure 2, LoRA learns a low-rank approxi-
mation of the pretrained matrix updates: given
a pretrained weight matrix W ∈ Rd×m, LoRA
learns to update it as W ← W + αBA, where
B ∈ Rd×b, A ∈ Rb×m are low-rank matrices and α
is a hyperparameter, and only B and A are updated
during training. b≪ d is referred to as the bottle-
neck dimension. Following He et al. (2022), we
apply LoRA to the feed-forward weight matrices of
every layer in the pretrained transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) model. In our preliminary experiments,
we found that LoRA is less likely to suffer from
collapse, while on some datasets the model still
collapses in the end even though it learns well in
the middle. This motivates us to develop a criterion
to select the model checkpoint before it falls into a
collapsed local optimum, which we describe next.

Unsupervised model selection criterion: Our
zero-shot setting does not have labeled validation
data for model selection, and the swarm distilla-
tion objective is not an ideal selection criterion
since it is minimized at collapse. Therefore, we
would like to have an unsupervised criterion that
encourages consistency but simultaneously penal-
izes collapse. With that in mind, we focus on Fleiss’
kappa (Fleiss, 1971), a commonly used metric to
assess the reliability of agreement. In our setting,
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Fleiss’ kappa expresses the extent to which the
amount of agreement among prompts exceeds what
would be expected if all prompts made their predic-
tions according to the marginalized distribution of
labels. This design computes a notion of “relative
consistency” and naturally penalizes collapse. For-
mally, let nij be the number of prompts that predict
the j-th label for the i-th example. There are a total
of NK predictions where N is the number of ex-
amples and K is the number of prompts. Given an
example xi, the agreement probability pi computes
the normalized number of agreeing prompt pairs:

pi =
∑

j
nij(nij − 1)/(K(K − 1)), (3)

then the “absolute consistency” P̄ is:

P̄ =
∑N

i=1
pi/N. (4)

P̄ is maximized in the case of collapse. However,
Fleiss’ kappa considers the marginalized distribu-
tion of labels: how likely are two prompts consis-
tent if they make predictions randomly according
to the marginalized label distribution? This chance
probability P̄e is:

P̄e =
∑

j
q2j , qj =

∑N

i=1
nij/(NK), (5)

where qj represents the marginalized distribution
of labels, i.e. p(y = j). P̄e is large when col-
lapse happens and one label dominates in the entire
corpus. Finally, Fleiss’ kappa is computed as:

κ =
P̄ − P̄e

1− P̄e
, (6)

where 1− P̄e gives the degree of consistency that
is attainable above chance, P̄ − P̄e gives the degree
of consistency actually achieved above chance. κ
ranges from -1 to 1. Eq. 6 naturally penalizes col-
lapse, and in our experiments, we always observe
a monotonic decrease of κ when collapse happens.
Therefore, we select the model checkpoint after
which κ monotonically decreases.3 We empha-
size that we perform validation on the data that
the model is trained on and do not require an ad-
ditional development dataset. We include ablation
analysis for both LoRA and the model selection
components in Appendix C that shows that they are
important for the success of our method.

3In most of the settings, this criterion is equivalent to using
maximal κ as the criterion, except for few cases where the
beginning of training exhibits large fluctuations in κ.

4 Experiments

Our experiments below are designed to (1) mea-
sure whether swarm distillation is able to improve
zero-shot task generalization; and (2) analyze how
much resource (number of prompts and unlabeled
examples) our method demands.

4.1 General Setup

Datasets: Following Sanh et al. (2022), we evalu-
ate our method on 11 NLP datasets across 4 unseen
tasks. They are (1) natural language inference:
ANLI (Nie et al., 2020) (there are three versions
of ANLI with different levels of difficulty, which
we denote as ANLI R1/R2/R3), CB (De Marn-
effe et al., 2019), RTE (Wang et al., 2019a); (2)
sentence completion: COPA (Roemmele et al.,
2011), HellaSwag (Zellers et al., 2019), Story
Cloze (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016); (3) corefer-
ence resolution: WSC, Winogrande (Levesque
et al., 2012); and (4) word sense disambiguation:
WIC (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados, 2019). We
access them using Hugging Face Datasets (Lhoest
et al., 2021) and most of them are from the Su-
perGLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2019a). All of
these datasets are classification-based, predicting
a discrete label from a finite set. Each of these
datasets has a diverse set of prompts provided by
the Public Pool of Prompts (Sanh et al., 2022) The
number of prompts ranges from 4 to 15. Please
refer to Appendix A for detailed statistics of these
datasets.

Setup: We build our method on top of the PLM
T0 (Sanh et al., 2022). T0 is an adapted version
of the pretrained T5 model (Raffel et al., 2020)
that is continually trained on multiple tasks with
supervised, prompt-formatted examples. T0 outper-
forms GPT3 (Brown et al., 2020) and demonstrates
state-of-the-art performance in zero-shot task gen-
eralization. All the tasks that we are studying are
not included in T0’s training data. We focus our
major study on the T0 model version with 3 billion
parameters (T0-3B), while we also include results
using the largest T0 model with 11 billion param-
eters (T0-11B) on some datasets, due to the high
computational cost of training T0-11B. The hyper-
parameters (e.g. the optimization hyperparameters)
are tuned on the RTE dataset with its validation set
and fixed for all other datasets. We use a bottleneck
dimension of 1 for LoRA. Complete setup details
can be found in Appendix B.
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T0-3B Self Dist. (train) Swarm Dist. (train) Swarm Dist. (test)
Task Dataset Ens. Med. Ens. Med. Ens. Med. Ens. Med.

NLI

RTE 64.6 64.1 64.9±0.2 63.8±0.1 75.2±0.8 ↑10.6 73.9±0.8 ↑9.8 75.2±0.2 ↑10.6 73.5±0.1 ↑9.4

CB 46.4 50.0 47.0±1.0 49.4±2.7 47.6±1.0 ↑1.2 48.2±0.0 ↓1.8 46.4±0.0 ↑0.0 48.8±1.0 ↓1.2

ANLI R1 34.6 33.7 36.1±0.1 34.7±0.1 38.4±0.5 ↑3.8 35.7±0.4 ↑2.0 38.5±0.3 ↑3.9 35.7±0.5 ↑2.0

ANLI R2 33.7 33.4 35.3±0.1 33.2±0.2 37.9±0.8 ↑4.2 36.6±0.5 ↑3.2 37.7±0.2 ↑4.0 35.4±0.4 ↑2.0

ANLI R3 34.7 33.3 33.1±0.0 33.8±0.2 34.0±0.3 ↓0.7 34.6±0.1 ↑1.3 34.1±0.2 ↓0.6 33.5±0.0 ↑0.2

Compl.
COPA 78.0 79.0 82.3±0.6 78.2±0.3 82.7±0.6 ↑4.7 79.0±0.5 ↑0.0 83.0±1.0 ↑5.0 79.7±0.6 ↑0.7

HellaSwag 27.8 27.5 32.5±0.2 32.7±0.3 34.2±0.2 ↑6.4 33.4±0.2 ↑5.9 33.7±0.6 ↑5.9 33.2±0.3 ↑5.7

Story Cloze 86.5 85.1 89.6±0.0 88.7±0.0 – – 87.3±0.1 ↑0.8 86.9±0.2 ↑1.8

Coref.
Wino. 50.9 50.5 51.1±0.1 50.7±0.1 52.0±0.3 ↑1.1 51.4±0.0 ↑0.9 52.1±0.3 ↑1.2 51.2±0.2 ↑0.7

WSC 69.2 64.4 69.2±0.0 64.6±0.3 58.3±1.1 ↓10.9 59.3±2.0 ↓5.1 57.7±0.0 ↓11.5 58.8±0.6 ↓5.6

WSD WIC 50.3 50.4 50.3±0.0 50.3±0.0 55.4±1.1 ↑5.1 54.4±0.7 ↑4.0 55.5±0.8 ↑5.2 54.8±0.5 ↑4.4

Table 1: Accuracy results on the validation set of 11 NLP datasets based on the T0-3B model. Swarm Distillation
(train) and Swarm Distillation (test) use the unlabeled training split and validation split of datasets to train the model
respectively, corresponding to training-time and test-time tuning. The Story Cloze dataset does not have a training
split and its self distillation results are from tuning on the validation split. We report the mean and std across 3
random runs, and also denote the absolute accuracy change compared to the T0-3B baseline.

4.2 Evaluation

Metrics: We use accuracy as the metric for all
datasets. We report two different types of accuracy
given that we have multiple prompts. The ensem-
ble accuracy (Ens.) averages the output distribu-
tions of multiple prompts and makes predictions
according to it. Ensembling multiple prompts has
been explored before and found superior to using a
single prompt (Jiang et al., 2020; Qin and Eisner,
2021). The median accuracy (Med.) within the
set of prompts serves as a proxy for the expected
performance when users specify a single prompt
and input a prompt-formatted example. As our
approach assumes availability of a set of prompts
for the downstream task, and it is relatively cheap
to craft several prompts for a task, ensemble pre-
diction is the better option given input x, and it
does empirically yield higher accuracy overall than
the median for both the baseline and our method.
Therefore, we will report both numbers but mainly
discuss ensemble accuracy. We report these met-
rics on the validation split of each dataset. We run
the experiments with 3 random seeds and report
the mean and standard deviation.

Evaluation scenarios: We provide our methods
with different unlabeled sources which lead to two
practical scenarios during evaluation: (1) training-
time tuning: we use the unlabeled training split
from the corresponding dataset to train the model.
This is similar to traditional settings where train-
ing and test data are different; and (2) test-time

tuning (Sun et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021): we
directly adapt the PLM on the test data. This set-
ting is reasonable, as we will always have access
to the test inputs at test time. Intuitively, the unla-
beled test sample x often provides hints about the
distribution it was drawn, suggesting that we may
update the model before making the prediction.
This scenario is attractive since it alleviates the
common distribution mismatch issue when there
is a distribution shift between the training and test
data. Compared to training-time tuning, test-time
tuning typically uses less unlabeled data in our ex-
periments since it uses the validation split itself. In
the major experiments, we focus on the offline test-
time tuning where we assume access to the entire
test data4 and train our approach on all test exam-
ples, while in §4.4 we will discuss the potential for
online adaptation where data arrives in a stream.

Baselines: As far as we know, there is no prior
work studying unsupervised approaches for this
prompt-based task generalization setting, thus T0
is the main baseline that we compare our approach
against. However, we still implement an abla-
tion baseline, self distillation, to separate the im-
provement from optimizing prompt consistency
and pseudo-label distillation. Specifically, self dis-
tillation minimizes the same loss as in Eq. 2 but
with r(i) = r(j) – instead of pairwise distillation,
the prompt always distills its own prediction to
itself. This baseline can be viewed as a prompt

4To clarify, test data is not the test split of the dataset, but
the data that we evaluate on, i.e. the validation split.
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T0-11B Swarm Dist.
Dataset Ens. Med. Ens. Med.

WSC 63.5 62.5 65.4 ↑1.9 62.0 ↓0.5

RTE 83.8 82.0 86.6 ↑2.8 85.0 ↑3.0

HellaSwag 34.4 33.6 45.0 ↑10.6 43.0 ↑9.4

WIC 57.2 56.8 62.1 ↑4.9 60.7 ↑3.9

Table 2: Accuracy based on T0-11B.

T0-3B No Shift SD on MNLI SD on QNLI

RTE 64.6 75.2 75.5 72.9
ANLI R1 34.6 38.4 38.2 37.4
ANLI R2 33.7 37.9 38.5 35.3
ANLI R3 34.7 34.0 36.9 34.4

Table 3: Ensemble accuracy on the distribution shift
setting based on T0-3B. “No Shift” represents the orig-
inal setting where we train the swarm distillation loss
on the training split from the same dataset as the test
examples. “SD on MNLI/QNLI” represents swarm dis-
tillation trained on the training split of MNLI/QNLI.

version of self-training, which has proven to ef-
fectively utilize unlabeled data (He et al., 2020;
Xie et al., 2020b; Zhang et al., 2020). We report
self distillation results in the training-time tuning
setting only for simplicity.

4.3 Results

How well does swarm distillation work? We
first compare swarm distillation against the T0-3B
baseline. As shown in Table 1, the ensemble ac-
curacy of swarm distillation exceeds the T0-3B
baseline on 9 out of 11 datasets in both training-
and test-time tuning settings. Particularly, our ap-
proach improves the zero-shot performance on RTE
by around 10 absolute points in all cases. Our ap-
proach slightly hurts ensemble accuracy of ANLI
R3 and median accuracy of CB, but is overall com-
parable on these two datasets. Compared to self
distillation, swarm distillation outperforms it on
9 out of 11 datasets in terms of ensemble accu-
racy, by up to 10.3 absolute points. These results
further confirm the effectiveness of encouraging
prompt consistency. We note that swarm distilla-
tion severely fails on WSC with a 10-point accuracy
decrease compared to both T0 and self distillation,
this is because Fleiss’ kappa selects a bad model
checkpoint, while our approach actually improves
the performance on WSC in the middle of train-
ing as we will discuss more in §4.4. Notably, our
approach is helpful on several datasets where T0-
3B only shows nearly chance accuracy, such as

ANLI R1/R2/R3 (3 labels), HellaSwag (4 labels),
Winogrande (2 labels), and WIC (2 labels). In ad-
dition, we observe that swarm distillation in the
test-time tuning setting performs comparably well
to the training-time one despite using much less
training data, as shown in Appendix A. It is worth
noting that prompt-based zero-shot task general-
ization is challenging, for example, T0 with even
11 billion parameters reports a median accuracy of
only∼ 40 on ANLI R1/R2/R3, 33.7 on HellaSwag,
and 57.2 on WIC (Sanh et al., 2022). Our results
are surely still far from satisfactory, yet we hope to
inspire future research to explore unlabeled data to
build better zero-shot learners.

Scaling to 11B parameters: We now evaluate
our method based on the largest version of T0
model, T0-11B. T0-11B is a very powerful zero-
shot baseline that greatly outperforms GPT3. Due
to the expensive computation to train T0-11B, we
use one dataset per task, a total of 4 datasets as our
benchmark, and only run with one random seed in
the test-time tuning setting. Results are shown in
Table 2. Swarm distillation outperforms T0-11B on
all 4 datasets in terms of ensemble accuracy, and
notably, improves the ensemble accuracy on Hel-
laSwag from 34.4 to 45.0 without any annotation.
Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrate the effectiveness
of swarm distillation across different model sizes.

Robustness of swarm distillation: The main ex-
periments so far train and test on examples from the
same dataset, thus the results are based on the as-
sumption that the training and test distributions are
similar. To relax this assumption, here we evaluate
swarm distillation with a more difficult setting by
collecting unlabeled training examples from other
datasets that are not listed in §4.1. Specifically,
we focus on the NLI task, train swarm distillation
on the unlabeled training split of MNLI (Williams
et al., 2018) and QNLI (Wang et al., 2019b) respec-
tively, and evaluate it on RTE and ANLI. Table 3
shows that our proposed method still performs well
in such a distribution shift setup — the models
trained on MNLI or QNLI help improve the T0-3B
baseline in most cases. The results from MNLI
training are generally comparable to the original
“No Shift” numbers, while QNLI training causes a
mild accuracy drop.

4.4 Analysis
Are predictions more consistent across prompts
after swarm distillation? We wonder whether
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RTE CB ANLI R1 ANLI R2 ANLI R3 COPA HS Story. Wino. WSC WIC Avg.

T0-3B 0.644 0.440 0.221 0.189 0.170 0.586 0.164 0.765 0.396 0.255 0.398 0.384
Swarm Dist. 0.662 0.254 0.145 0.156 0.177 0.699 0.402 0.862 0.509 0.462 0.517 0.440

Table 4: Fleiss’ kappa on 11 datasets based on T0-3B. Swarm distillation is trained on the training split of the
respective dataset.
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Figure 3: Analysis results to compare the model checkpoints selected by the unsupervised criterion Fleiss’ kappa
with the oracle model checkpoints selected by validation accuracy.

the gains of swarm distillation are attained together
with more consistent predictions across different
prompts. To this end, we report Fleiss’ kappa, a
commonly used metric for group agreement as
detailed in §3.3. Results are shown in Table 4.
Fleiss’ kappa on 8 out of 11 datasets increases af-
ter swarm distillation, which boosts the averaged
Fleiss’ kappa of T0-3B by 14.6% relatively. This
implies that swarm distillation facilitates prompt
consistency, and potentially improves the robust-
ness of PLMs to different wording of prompts.

Does the unsupervised criterion select the best
model checkpoint? In §3.3, we discussed using
Fleiss’ kappa to select the best model checkpoint
for evaluation, here we report the oracle accuracy
numbers obtained by selecting the model check-
point with the best validation accuracy, and com-
pare it to the one selected by Fleiss’ kappa. We
compare the ensemble accuracy using T0-3B in
the training-time tuning setting, with results in Fig-
ure 3. On most of the datasets, Fleiss’ kappa is
able to achieve numbers close to the best ones. On
all 11 datasets, our oracle number outperforms the
T0-3B baseline. In Table 1 we show that swarm
distillation hurts the performance on WSC a lot,
while in Figure 3 swarm distillation (oracle) in fact
outperforms T0-3B, implying that the issue lies
on model selection. Therefore, swarm distillation
could potentially work better if an annotated dev set
is available or when it is combined with other tech-
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Figure 4: Ensemble accuracy of swarm distillation on
three example datasets based on T0-3B, demonstrating
the effect of prompt size and unlabeled data size.

niques in few-shot learning settings, where good
checkpoints may be selected out more easily.

How many prompts do we need? Our approach
requires a diverse set of prompts to regularize
prompt consistency. Here we perform ablation ex-
periments to understand the effect of the number of
prompts on the performance. We take COPA and
ANLI R2 as example datasets which have 8 and
15 prompts, respectively. We then vary the num-
ber of available prompts by randomly sampling a
subset of prompts before training. We report the
ensemble accuracy of swarm distillation (train) in
Figure 4a. On both COPA and ANLI R2, we ob-
serve gains as we increase the number of prompts
from 0 (the baseline), yet the performance satu-
rates very quickly and relatively stabilizes when
we provide 4 prompts. This implies that swarm
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distillation is not prompt-hungry and could work
well with a small number of prompts. We note
the with one prompt here Eq. 2 degenerates to a
weaker version of self distillation compared to the
one in Table 1 – self distillation in Table 1 utilizes
all prompts during training while we assume access
to only one prompt here.

How many unlabeled examples do we need?
We measure the effect of unlabeled data size.
Specifically, we randomly sample a subset of ex-
amples from the train split for training and report
results on the entire validation dataset. Results on
WIC and ANLI R2 are shown in Figure 4b. No-
tably, swarm distillation is able to outperform the
baselines (#examples=0) by a large margin on both
datasets with only 10 unlabeled examples, and the
performance starts to saturate quickly afterward.
These results suggest that swarm distillation is not
data-hungry and works reasonably well with few
unlabeled examples, allowing swarm distillation
to remain as a relatively light approach while typ-
ical unsupervised training (e.g. pretraining) often
requires a large amount of data and computation.
Also, we argue that the phenomenon demonstrated
in the results implies that swarm distillation may
be applied to the online setting of test-time tuning,
where the batches of test data arrive in a stream.
Online test-time tuning is a practical setting in real
life, and we leave it as future work to study.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we explore prompt consistency reg-
ularization to make PLMs better zero-shot learn-
ers. Our approach, swarm distillation, utilizes unla-
beled examples to attain zero-shot gains. While we
use swarm distillation in a post-adaptation manner,
it could be potentially combined with the pretrain-
ing objectives in the pretraining stage (e.g. the
multi-prompt training loss (Sanh et al., 2022; Wei
et al., 2022)), or even with annotated data in few-
shot learning settings. Combining swarm distilla-
tion with these other losses may easily bypass the
model collapse issue since the other loss typically
discourages the collapsed local optimum.
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Limitations

There are two limitations of our work: (1) Because
our method is operated in a fully unsupervised
manner, there is no supervised development data
for us to either select the best model or tune hy-
perparameters. Thus, we propose to use Fleiss’
Kappa as our unsupervised development metric
for model selection, which attains decent perfor-
mance in most cases. However, we also observe
on very few datasets that the proposed metric fails
to select the best checkpoints and hurt the model’s
performance. As discussed in §4.4, our method
can be combined with few-shot learning where a
few labeled data are provided, and we believe this
can largely alleviate the issues of model selection
in the unsupervised setting. (2) The other limi-
tation and at the same time an advantage of our
method is that the proposed method can work well
even with 10 unlabeled data points. This certainly
makes our method a good candidate for the online
setting where batches of test data come in a stream.
However, as we discussed in §4.4, the performance
of our model saturates quickly as we increase the
number of unlabeled data, which means the perfor-
mance of our method cannot scale well with tons of
unlabeled data like self-supervised pretraining. As
discussed in §5, we expect combining our method
with few-shot learning setting / pre-training can
lead to further improvements as the supervised sig-
nals may guide the model to a better local optimum.

Ethics Statement

Similar to T0, this work aims to produce an open-
ended system that could perform all text-based
tasks through designing different prompts. While
the performance of GPT3, T0, and this work is far
from the practical level on unseen tasks, we expect
a greatly improved prompt-based system in the fu-
ture could be built to help perform many daily tasks
in real life. However, the resulted model in this pa-
per also admits the same ethics concerns that T0
has. For example, the unrestricted use of prompts
may easily trigger offensive generations or private
information leakage, and how to fix unwanted LM
behaviors is still an active research problem (Liu
et al., 2021a; Perez et al., 2022).
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Task Dataset #train set #validation set #labels #prompts

NLI

RTE 2,490 277 2 10
CB 250 57 3 15
ANLI R1 16,946 1000 3 15
ANLI R2 45,460 1000 3 15
ANLI R3 100,459 1200 3 15

Compl.
COPA 400 100 2 8
HellaSwag 39,905 10,042 4 4
Story Cloze - 1,871 2 5

Coref.
Winogrande 40,398 1,267 2 5
WSC 554 104 2 10

WSD WIC 5,428 637 2 10

Table 5: Statistics of the datasets

A Datasets

We present the statistics of the 11 datasets in Ta-
ble 5. For the training-time tuning scenario, we use
up to 10,000 data points from the training set for
training if the train set contains more than 10,000
data points.

B Experimental Setup

B.1 LoRA Setup
We use LoRA (Hu et al., 2022) as our parameter-
efficient tuning model and set the bottleneck di-
mension of LoRA weight matrices to be 1 for both
3B and 11B models. We emphasize that the lin-
ear mapping matrix B (or A) in LoRA needs to
be initialized as a zero matrix to ensure the output
distribution after adding LoRA layers is the same
as the original PLM before training, otherwise, the
zero-shot ability of PLMs would be broken upon
initialization and there is no supervision to learn it
back. For both models, we set the dropout probabil-
ity for the the LoRA intermediate representations
to be 0.3. Let α denote the scaling factor of LoRA
that is used to scale the output of the LoRA layer
before adding to the hidden states of the pre-trained
model. We set α to be 4 and 2 respectively for the
3B and 11B model. The peak learning rates of the
3B and 11B models are set to be 3e-5 and 5e-5
respectively with a warm-up stage of 100 steps and
polynomial learning rate scheduler. We train for
a maximum of 1,500 steps. Note that the hyper-
parameters for the 3B model is tuned on the RTE
dataset and used for other datasets. We did not tune
the hyperparameters of the 11B model.

B.2 Implementation Details
The reported T0 baseline numbers are obtained
from our own running using the released T0
weights. We are able to reproduce the numbers

reported in Sanh et al. (2022), except for COPA
where our T0 median number is higher than the
originally reported one.

During training, at each update we first sample
one input example x and apply all the prompts to
reformat it as r1x(x), · · · , rKx (x), then we perform
inference for them and randomly shuffle the pre-
dictions. Next we iterate over them with a batch
size of 5/10 (3B/11B)5 and use the shuffled predic-
tions to supervise them to compute the distillation
loss, this implements the swarm distillation mech-
anism in Eq. 2 and amounts to approximating the
expectation over paired prompts with K random
pairs. We accumulate the gradients for 16 steps for
one update so that each gradient descent is com-
puted from 16 data examples. And we use 1 A40
GPU (45GB memory) to train the 3B model and
4 A40 GPUs with DeepSpeed Zero-2 (Ren et al.,
2021) to train the 11B model. In general, training
converges pretty fast and takes around 1 - 3 GPU
hours for the 3B model and 2 - 6 hours for the 11B
model depending on early stop points of different
datasets. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
as the optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and
ϵ = 1e− 6.

For the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) mod-
els with model dimension d, the feed-forward inter-
mediate dimension m and number of layers l, the
additional parameters used in LoRA with bottle-
neck dimension b is calculated as b∗(m+d)∗2∗l∗2.
As we set b to be 1 for both the 3B and 11B mod-
els, the additional number of LoRA parameters is
1,671,168 for the T0-3B model (d = 1024,m =
16384, l = 24) and 6,389,760 for the T0-11B
model (d = 1024,m = 65536, l = 24).

C Ablation on LoRA and Model Selection

We report the ablation results on LoRA and un-
supervised model selection in Table 6. Full fine-
tuning hurts the T0-3B performance on all datasets –
actually it collapses on almost all the datasets when
we check its predictions, which could partially ex-
plain the low accuracies. Using LoRA alone is able
to improve full fine-tuning generally and outper-
forms the T0-3B baseline sometimes. Moreoever,
we find that unsupervised model selection is very
effective to mitigate collapse and greatly improves
full fine-tuning results. Finally, combining LoRA
and unsupervised model selection gives the best

5Because the GPU memory sometimes cannot handle all
the prompts within one batch.
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RTE CB ANLI R1 ANLI R2 ANLI R3 COPA HS Story. Wino. WSC WIC

T0-3B 64.6 46.4 34.6 33.7 34.7 78.0 27.8 86.5 50.9 69.2 50.3

Full fine-tuning 59.6 8.9 33.3 33.5 33.3 54.0 25.7 51.5 50.4 36.5 50.0
+ LoRA 54.0 44.6 33.3 33.3 34.4 82.7 33.6 87.4 52.0 36.5 50.0
+ model selection 75.8 35.7 37.0 33.5 33.3 80.0 32.2 86.5 50.8 71.2 54.6
+ LoRA + model selection 75.2 47.6 38.4 37.9 34.0 82.7 34.2 87.3 52.0 58.3 55.4

Table 6: Ablation results on LoRA and unsupervised model selection. The training objective is the swarm distillation
loss. Numbers are ensemble accuracy in the training-time tuning setting based on T0-3B. “Full fine-tuning” updates
all the model parameters, while “+LoRA” means that we freeze the T0 parameters and only update the LoRA
parameters.

results overall on these 11 datasets.
We clarify that the results in Table 6 are only for

analysis purpose to better understand the effect of
different components of our method, but were not
used by us to make design decisions in our prelimi-
nary experiments– as stated in §3.3, we use LoRA
because it collapses less often than full fine-tuning
and develop a unsupervised model selection crite-
rion since LoRA still collapses on some datasets.
To judge collapse or not, we simply checked the
model predictions, to see if the predictions for all
the examples are almost the same.
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